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1 | Preface
This paper offers a framework for a possible new transdisciplinary NWO research initiative to address whether and how we can
manage complex systems in society and science. A most pressing goal in our hyperconnected, networked world is to deal with
the complexity we face and act in a complex and uncertain world. How do we get a grip on complexity?

In 2009 the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research

A new research initiative should focus on three fundamental

(NWO) launched the research programme ‘Complexity’.

dynamics of complex systems:

As a result, a new Dutch community of multidisciplinary

–– the emergence of collective behaviour whose

complexity scientists has emerged, which has laid

new properties transcend those of the constituent

the theoretical groundwork for a new science in the
Netherlands. Their challenge now is to enlist complexity
science in the quest to solve our practical societal problems.

components;
–

transitions from one system state, or phase, to another;
their understanding unravels the possibilities and
impossibilities of predicting and influencing the dynamics

Urbanisation, globalisation, the Internet and social media
have brought great complexity to world affairs.

1,2

As the

World Economic Forum argues, we can face many of these

of change;
–– the resilience of complex systems to external shocks or
disruptions; can resilience be influenced to exert control?

challenges – problems as diverse as climate change, market
stability, energy resources, new infectious diseases, poverty,

We propose a research initiative that ranges broadly from

and conflict – only if we understand the underlying principles

fundamental to applied research. It needs to develop

that govern the complexity of our world. And that requires

theory, along with computational and analytical tools

intense interdisciplinary collaboration.

and methods that can be used for advanced complexity
research. Importantly, fundamental work must show how the

In the recent past, the Dutch complexity scientists have

complexity scientist can handle the challenges of a data-rich

begun to build up a community. They occupy prominent

world. Getting a grip on complexity also means getting a

positions in complexity research and are internationally

grip on the essential data that will enable these systems to

recognised for their contributions to this field of science.

be managed.

Scientists in this cooperative, multidisciplinary community
are committed to learning from one another and are ready

The Dutch economy and society are particularly open and

to generate exceptional results. In this vision document

strongly depend for their success on the quality of the

we call for a further effort so that this community can

interconnections with Europe and the world. Singapore faces

convincingly demonstrate to science and society the great

similar challenges and has made understanding complexity

value of the complex systems approach. We propose to

and its relevance for policy a strategic objective. Similarly,

invite anchor partners from industry and government to

the Netherlands stands to gain much by developing a greater

jointly define a number of key, strategic challenges that are

and deeper understanding of complexity, in order to better

relevant and pressing to both society and science.

develop and manage its interconnected society.
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2 | Our Complex World
Scientific research increasingly reveals hyperconnectivity in nature, industry and society. The banking crisis of 2008, for instance,
showed how complex and unpredictable the financial world is, with nonlinear dependencies and shocks in every direction
affecting society at large. Our future welfare, however, depends on how well we can manage the uncertainties of the financial
system and assure its robustness. Similarly, issues such as food and energy supplies, their dependence on a changing climate,
and the sociopolitical consequences of this, are highly entangled. Yet we need to guarantee a reliable food and energy supply
as well as political stability. The AIDS epidemic arose from societal changes such as urbanisation and the associated changes
in human traffic patterns. The more we study such complex systems, the more we become aware of the significance of their
connectedness – and the more we need to consider systems as a whole when developing strategies to deal with them.

Many societal processes have become part of these

Complex systems challenge our established control

networked dynamics.3 Complexity is ingrained in our

mechanisms. Europe’s food control network was tightened

technology, so that together we have woven a network

after EHEC bacteria poisoned consumers. Yet food scandals

of global value chains and communication systems.

continue to crop up. Moreover, rules that work today may

Networks have in fact become so tightly knit that we cannot

prove counterproductive when circumstances change, such

disentangle all the connections and interactions. But a new

as when, for example, an innovative financial product hits

understanding of dynamics in networks, and the attendant

the market. Calls for tighter regulations add to a reservoir

complexity, opens up opportunities for new and successful

of data that is already beyond our ability to analyse. The

interventions in the governance of our society.

European Central Bank receives gigabytes of data about the
financial systems every day, without exactly knowing what

Science has yet to find a conclusive answer to this complexity.

patterns to look for. Yet it is often essential to exert some

Scientists have traditionally reduced complex systems to

degree of influence over these systems.

their component elements. But we are realising more and

6

more that we cannot afford to ignore the interactions

Fortunately a new approach is emerging. In past decades,

among these elements if we want to understand the whole

scientists from very different fields have worked side by

picture. The systems can be defined at different levels

side to lay the foundations for a new science of collective

of aggregation. If we are considering healthy food, for

phenomena: complexity science. The Santa Fe Institute is

example, we can approach it on the level of the human body,

a prime example of a body dedicated to bringing multiple

on the level of the microbial community structure, or on the

disciplines together to study complexity. In the Netherlands

level of the molecular genetic network. The microbiologist’s

we have begun to build up a community that is similarly

vision differs from that of the molecular cell biologist. Yet

multidisciplinary, and together we have identified

both visions remain clouded if they fail to consider the

regularities that help us to understand dynamics and

organism in its entirety.

stability.

Collective phenomena have been studied for much

is needed. Interaction patterns like this might explain all

longer within individual scientific disciplines. Biologists

kinds of herding behaviour in our own highly-connected

study evolution, for instance, physicists study gases, and

society. Seeing which aspects of individual behaviour give

social scientists study revolutions. What makes this new

rise to collective motion, we might better understand how

development exciting is their common interest in collective

to influence the resultant group behaviour. We might,

phenomena.

for instance, use these insights to identify which birds to
target in order to break up a flock forming near an airport.

This approach sheds new light on dynamic phenomena and

We might use them to manage a pilgrimage or a crowd of

gives useful results. To give just one example: computer

football supporters. Or we might understand how a new

simulations have provided new insights into the behaviour

gadget has managed to take the market by storm.

of moving groups, ranging from bacteria, fish, birds and
mammals to people. The key to understanding the collective

Researchers from a wide range of disciplines are now

behaviour of a group is to see the network of mutual

formulating common techniques and approaches to

influences among its members. Within a flock of starlings,

hyperconnected systems. This moves us closer to getting a

for example, each bird adjusts its flight in response to inputs

grip on stability, resilience, and predictability.

from only six or seven nearest neighbours, and no leader

7
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From Understanding to Grip

We are now ready to suggest action strategies for managing
complex systems. Society today needs new answers and

Complexity science grew out of the study of chaotic

tools if it is to cope with the many problems that result from

systems in the 1970s. Early work focused on the sources

highly connected, dynamic and interoperable social and

of unpredictability in nonlinear systems such as weather

physical systems. This knowledge is also urgently needed

or financial systems. Later, complexity science came to

in industry – to automate manufacturing supply chains, for

refer to the study of complex systems more generally.

instance, or to design self-organising processes. An example

Complex systems are defined as systems “made up of a

is the development of modern production equipment

large number of parts with many interactions”4 including

and the use of thousands of tiny robots, all performing

organisms, ecosystems, social networks and technical

pre-programmed tasks. Interaction between these could

artefacts. Complexity research was pioneered at the Santa

generate undesirable emergent behaviour. Another example

Fe Institute, and in past decades many advances have helped

is the way traditional top-down control of the electricity

us to better understand the basic mechanisms involved. The

network will become impossible as tens or even hundreds

NWO research programme ‘Dynamics of Complex Systems’,

of thousands of consumer-producers feed solar energy back

initiated in 2009, has helped scientists in the Netherlands

into the grid.

to establish a community with a common vocabulary and
methodology.
Science is now entering a new phase in the study of complex
systems. The focus is shifting from understanding to grip.
How can we manage these systems? How do we respond
to uncertainties? How do we make markets more robust
and diseases less so? Most attempts to understand complex
systems carry with them the notion of influencing them. For
instance, we study how populations evolve in an ecosystem,
in the hope of learning how to preserve biodiversity or to
protect an endangered species.

8

Ways of getting a grip on complex systems will be totally
different from the control mechanisms we have known in
the past. We will not be able to reduce uncertainty by more
accurate predictions. It is unlikely, for instance, that we will
be able to predict economic growth much better than we do
now. And we may only know after the fact how much the
earth is going to warm up. The complexity approach to grip
takes a different form. It tries to identify the turning points
and mechanisms of change. This approach offers new ways
to move away from catastrophe, and to guide and smooth
systems towards more desirable outcomes. Such knowledge
is both relevant and needed, now that classical ideas of
control clearly do not work for complex systems.
Scientists from a wide array of disciplines have been inspired
to study these new patterns of influence, because we can
only influence natural or technological systems to the extent
that we understand them. This is reflected in the “Research
Agenda” of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and
Sciences, which identifies complexity as one of the key issues
for science.5
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The many foundations of complexity science.

Complexity Science

Transition Positive feedback or random forcing can lead
to transitions between metastable states. When a system

Complexity science is the study of phenomena that emerge

is pushed beyond a tipping point, return to its initial state

from a collection of interacting objects.6 Earth’s climate and

may be practically impossible. Transitions may be preceded

ecosystems, biological and evolutionary systems, societies,

by early warning signals such as the increased correlation

economies, transportation and information systems are all

of dynamic behaviour and a slower recovery from minor

examples of complex systems.

perturbations. Examples include: phase changes in materials,
irreversible ecological changes, climate change, and

Such systems typically consist of a large number of

economic instabilities.7

constituent components that individually represent relatively
simple physical or biological processes, computational

Fragility and resilience The behaviour of self-organised,

agents, etc. But these interact with one another in their local

adaptive systems may be highly robust with respect to

environment according to known rules. Their behaviour is

external perturbations. The system can be pushed far from

typically nonlinear, and sometimes chaotic or unpredictable.

its equilibrium and still return to it when the external force

Individuals may be similar or distinct, and the spatial

is removed. Yet other systems may be quite sensitive and

environment may be homogeneous or variable. Exchanges

vulnerable to certain perturbations. Examples of resilience

among individuals define a network of varying degrees of

in complex systems include: homeostasis in biological

connectivity, which itself may be subject to evolution. In

organisms, the robustness of the Internet despite random

many cases the network structure is only implicitly known, as

failures and vulnerability to targeted attacks, and self-

it may be concealed within massive quantities of empirical

organisation via social networks.

data.
Because complex systems are so inter-connective, we must
Complexity scientists study the global dynamics of the system

look beyond an isolated system to address certain questions.

as a whole, rather than looking at individuals. Complex

Sometimes we need more knowledge than is available

systems are recognised by some or all of the following

even within one discipline. Our questions are inherently

dynamics:

multidisciplinary. For example, how might impending climate
change destabilise a geographical region politically? To

Self-organisation and adaptation In certain parameter

answer this we need to understand the interplay between

regimes, when the number of constituents breaches a critical

climate variables, hydrology, agriculture, socio-economics

density, coordinated behaviour ensues and patterns emerge.

and political models. Issues arising from such interdependent

Examples include: swarming among birds, insects and fish;

networks have only recently been investigated.8, 9

growth and development of the human body; the evolution

10

of the World Wide Web. Complex systems can also evolve

Complex systems have always been around, and they have

and adapt to changing environmental conditions. Examples:

learned to function by an evolutionary, trial and error

evolutionary development in biology (through mutation and

process. What is new, and what has increased the urgency

selection) and the rapid adaptation of individuals in crisis

for research in this area, is that people have succeeded

situations.

in engineering systems with a complexity beyond our

understanding, which can nevertheless affect our welfare

mismanagement of it) is the source of the problem itself.

and lifestyle. We think of the globally connected banking

We only need to recall epidemics, escalating conflicts and

systems whose intricate financial products are traded based

market crashes. When a financial market crash is linked to

on the predictions of self-evolving computational models;

poorly understood financial products, high interconnectivity,

the Internet’s social networks, with their ability to influence

incomplete computational models, and the unplanned

common belief and mobilise masses; and the increased

synchronous actions of investors, then complexity is really

mobility and urbanisation of society which contributes to

the root of the problem – not just a hindrance to our

the global spread of diseases. What’s more, complexity is

understanding of it. To address such problems we must

not just an object of study, or a property of such systems.

develop methods to influence, manage, or otherwise get a

In many cases complexity (or our misunderstanding or

grip on complex systems.

Projects of the NWO Complexity programme

Nature versus
nurture in brain
disorders

Predicting when
vegetation will
disappear

Slow food

A healthy ecosystem can

barely viable, yet they can easily

suddenly transition into a

lead to worldwide success. This

Commuters look for alternatives

desert. This project aims to

study uses network theory to

when they encounter delays in

understand and predict such

try to explain the dynamics of

public transport. Their behavior

catastrophic changes, using

branching and spreading.

can be studied through analysis

Certain societal practices such
as “slow food” at first seem

mathematical models.

Passenger behavior
following public
transportation
delays

of ‘big data’ volumes. With
this, both carrier capacity and

Principal Investigator:
Prof. A. Doelman,
Leiden University

information distribution can be
optimized.
The genetic factors of
sensitivity for brain disorders
are troublesome to establish.
Sicknesses such as ADHD and

Principal Investigator:
Prof. L.G. Kroon,
Erasmus University Rotterdam

schizophrenia, with interactions
between multiple genes and
environmental factors, require a
complexity approach.
Principal Investigator:
Prof. A. Lagendijk,
Radboud University Nijmegen

Principal Investigator:
Dr L.N. Cornelisse,
VU University Medical Center
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Complexity Research in the Netherlands

have exchanged experiences and ideas. They have presented
posters at various events and learned about each other’s

The NWO complexity research programme that started in

disciplines and approach to complexity.

2009 has been pivotal in building up a national community
of complexity scientists.

Joint symposia with the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts
and Sciences (KNAW) have spread the understanding of

The researchers and their directors who have received the

complexity science to a wider community. The symposium

NWO complexity grants have taken part in an annual winter

Grip on Complexity, December 2013, with leading

school with internationally-renowned experts. During

international speakers, served as sounding board for a new

quarterly meetings, complexity postdoc and PhD students

complexity research initiative.10

Projects of the NWO Complexity programme

Stability of ecosystems
In biology there is tension between

Imitating cell membrane
self-adaptation

biodiversity and Darwin’s theory of

Copying a cell sheds light on its functioning.

competitive exclusion. A complexity

For example, it provides insight into diseases

approach clarifies the relationship between

and their treatment. In this project we

biological diversity and community

imitate the cell membrane which continually

Why ocean currents
change

adapts itself to its environment.
Principal Investigator:
Prof. J.H. van Esch,
Delft University of Technology

The Kuroshio Current near the Japanese
stability. For instance, the classical way to

coast in the North Pacific Ocean makes

characterise food webs is in terms of the

transitions, over a decade, between

amount of food expressed in kilograms.

different paths. Part of this variability

This project addresses two other factors:

is generated by external forces – tidal,

nutritional value and infectious diseases.

solar or volcanic. Most of the variability,

Both fundamentally influence the stability of

however, arises from internal instabilities

populations, food chains and food webs.

caused by positive feedbacks within the

Principal Investigator:
Prof. P.C. de Ruiter, Wageningen UR

12

system.
Principal Investigator:
Prof. H.A. Dijkstra, Utrecht University

Many local initiatives have developed and are prospering.

As well, complexity science has recently featured on the

Examples are: CeNDEF (Center for Nonlinear Dynamics in

research agendas of Dutch universities. Utrecht University,

Economics and Finance) at the University of Amsterdam;

Wageningen UR, and Eindhoven University of Technology

DRIFT (Dutch Research Institute for Transitions) at Erasmus

have identified it as a focus area. In its science agenda, the

University, Rotterdam; DSC/e (Data Science Center,

KNAW lists “Complexity and Mathematics” as one of its

Eindhoven), Eindhoven University of Technology; CSCA

main headings and asks “Will we be able to control our

(Cognitive Science Center Amsterdam), University of

future information systems?” In a recently published vision

Amsterdam; GCSCS (Groningen Center for Social Complexity

document11 the Netherlands mathematics community lists

Studies) at the University of Groningen; and ICMS (Institute

complex systems as a grand challenge for the coming decade.

for Complex Molecular Systems) at Eindhoven University

Similar statements can be found in the sector plans for

of Technology. Furthermore, the Lorentz Center at Leiden

physics12 and chemistry.13

University has organised a number of dedicated complexity
workshops.

Innovations in evolution
When organic systems adapt to a new

The immune system and
the spread of viruses

environment, the cell-level organisation

Whereas classical models ignore differences

of these systems is drastically reorganised.

between individual hosts infected with a

The scientific question of this project is how

virus, the complexity approach provides the

Structure in highway chaos

such a complex change occurred through
evolution.
Principal Investigator:
Prof. K. Frenken, Utrecht University

In this project, the behaviour of automobiles
is studied from the angle of physics. Traffic
jam formation is considered as a critical
phenomenon, with high sensitivity to small
perturbations and changes. In this way,
framework to account for these differences.

abrupt changes from moving to stationary

In this way, new insights are gained into the

traffic can be compared with solidification

ability of viruses to adapt to their hosts.

of glass.

Principal Investigator:
Prof. R.J. de Boer, Utrecht University

Principal Investigator:
Dr. P. Schall, University of Amsterdam

13

This list is not exhaustive but it does show the breadth of

postdoc students will be ready to advance their academic

the complexity community in the Netherlands. The recently

careers or to seek positions in business and society. These

awarded Zwaartekracht14 programme “Networks” deserves

young complexity scientists will be the leaders of the future,

special mention. This well-funded ten-year programme

advancing national and international complexity research.

supports a small but excellent consortium of mathematicians
and computer scientists whose fundamental work on

Dutch scientists are well positioned in the international

network theory should be directly applicable to network-

complexity science community. Dutch researchers were

related problems in complexity science.

represented at the European Conference on Complex
Systems and have been active in “Complexity-Net”.15 NWO

During 2014-2015 various complexity research projects

was involved as a partner.

will come to fruition. A group of young, talented PhD and

Projects of the NWO Complexity programme

How can we programme
our biological clocks?

Strong and flexible steel

Certain nerve cells regulate the 24-hour

different characteristics. By combining two

rhythm of the human body. But our current

sorts of steel, two characteristics, such as

lifestyles and the 24-hour economy disturb

robustness and flexibility, can be combined

So many different types of steel, so many

our biological clocks. This can cause sleeping
and eating disorders and obesity. This
project aims to understand such disorders
by studying the biological clock as part of a
neuronal network within the brain.

Financial instability

Principal Investigator:
Prof. J.H. Meijer, Leiden University

The economic crisis has revealed that
conventional economic analyses are no
longer sufficient. They proceed on certain
assumptions, for example that economic
actors are fully rational, that linear growth
prevails, and that high mutual connectivity
between financial institutes is beneficial.
This research uses complexity models to

into one. Insight into this demands analysis

examine financial instabilities in a globally

on different scales.

interconnected economy.
Principal Investigator:
Prof. C.H. Hommes, University of Amsterdam

14

Principal Investigator:
Prof. M.A. Peletier, Eindhoven University of
Technology

Flu genome data visualizer.

3 | Research Challenges Ahead
Predicting the behaviour of complex systems is a central theme of complexity research. If we can predict, can we also manage
and control? In classical control theory, a system is controllable if we can drive it from arbitrary State A to arbitrary State B,
utilising a given set of control variables. It is unlikely, however, that we could apply this kind of control theory to complex
systems. Traits such as resilience, chaotic dynamics, adaptive behaviour and self-organisation imply that complex systems may
resist attempts to control them.

Even if controllability were achievable, the number of

To understand how much and how little we can manage

control variables might be large. To exert control on the

complexity, we propose a research initiative that centres

system as a whole, we would have to control nearly all its

on the three fundamental dynamics of a complex system:

components individually. Clearly such a strategy is both

emergence, transition and resilience. These aspects are

ineffective and liable to fail. Alternatively, we could start

interlinked. They are not always distinct, and at times

from the connectedness of complex systems. A recent study

they overlap. Indeed, most complex systems exhibit all

in Nature16 concludes that the number of components

three. Since these three dynamics offer different windows

needing to be controlled depends primarily on the variance

for intervention, however, they provide a framework for

in connectedness. For example, it was found that social

analysing complexity and understanding whether or not

networks – typically thought of as resisting control – were

we can get a grip on it. On the following pages we provide

controllable with a relatively small number of driver nodes.

a description of each dynamic, along with examples of

This result suggests complex systems might indeed be

important research topics.

manageable.

15

Challenge 1: Grip on Emergence

shown that it is indeed possible to design synchronisation
into communicating materials based on chemo-mechanical

Emergence is the materialisation of high-level patterns of

feedback loops.18

functionality out of relatively simple interactions between
individuals in a complex system. According to Goldstein17 it is

By regulating the interactions of individuals we could ensure

“the appearance of novel and coherent structures, patterns

a robust system. Natural systems are often highly robust,

and properties during the process of self-organisation in

following eons of selection. By studying the factors that

complex systems”. A new system, or metasystem, arises with

contribute to the inherent stability and resilience of natural

radical novelty, meaning features not previously observed

systems we may learn how to design such features in man-

coherently over time. For example, continuum properties of

made systems.

water and ice – density, pressure, and stress-strain relations –
are emergent properties of large systems of water molecules

Data and emergence

in different temperature regimes.
Complexity science assumes an underlying model or pattern
Man-made systems such as logistics, traffic and

and tries to infer that model from the data. Thus it provides

manufacturing are designed for a specific task. Logistic

a unique perspective for gleaning knowledge from Big Data.

systems are designed to deliver goods, traffic flows to move
people, and robots to manufacture products. Such systems

Besides deducing a structure, we can also infer dynamics

can exhibit unanticipated complex emergent behaviour.

from the data. A computational model that is known to be

The challenge is to get a grip on this emergent behaviour,

correct for an isolated system, may produce simulation data

making it facilitate, rather than hinder, the efficient

that is inconsistent with empirical data from a connected

performance of the task. To exert influence over complex

system. An important challenge is to infer the true dynamics

systems, we need to get a grip on how complex networks

by incorporating the data in simulations. An example is the

form and how coherent dynamics emerge.

assimilation of meteorological observation data in numerical
simulations of weather and climate. A second example is the

Influencing emergence

inference of gene regulatory networks from large collections
of gene expression data. Also, agent-based simulations in

How can we influence emergence in complex systems?

finance, transport and logistics are being augmented with

One possibility is through “synchronisation”. This occurs in

real-life data that enable us to calibrate these tools more

populations of locally interacting elements and is defined as

accurately.

“the transition from a spatio-temporal disordered state to

16

a state governed by collective dynamics”. Synchronisation

Many problems require us to glean correlations from large

is tightly regulated by feedback between the elements

disjointed datasets. For example, correlations between

of the system, and its effect may be either stabilising or

weather data and traffic may help us to predict congestion

destabilising. For example, recent computational work has

better, and this in turn will help our logistical planning. We

The Rotterdam port is the largest in Europe and facilitates the needs of a hinterland with 40,000,000 consumers.

need correlations between climate data and electrical power
production if we are to counter the uncertainty caused by
weather-dependent renewables. Analysing large network
data is made more difficult because of the limitations of
computer architecture. Older architecture uses sequential

A key challenge is to foster
or suppress collective
phenomena.

data processing rather than parallel processing, which can
traverse network graphs more efficiently.

17

Challenge 2: Grip on Transition

using methods of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics.
The precise velocity fluctuations in a turbulent fluid are

Obviously, an important reason for studying complex systems

unpredictable, but the effective drag on an airplane in the

is to be able to predict transitions and in some way to act on

turbulent flow may indeed be accurately computable. One

those predictions. We might do this to avoid catastrophic

aim of research is to identify what coarse-grained quantities

transitions and ensure the long-time stability (robustness) of

are predictable, on what timescales, and with what

the system. For example, we might pre-empt drastic climate

governing equations.

change or prevent market crashes. But we might also wish to
instigate change in a complex system, for example to steer

Low-dimensional dynamics Although a given complex

bird flocks away from airports, or to recover before a tipping

system may consist of thousands of individuals, the

point is reached (for example, to “re-green” the semi-arid

emergence of a large-scale pattern implies a high correlation

Sahel region).

in their behaviour. In this case, the effective dynamics may
be of a significantly lower dimension, even two- or three-

Anticipating transitions

dimensional. For example, complex bio-molecules such
as proteins exhibit transitions between several preferred

Although the detailed motions of a chaotic system are

configurations, and chemists seek to identify a small number

unpredictable, some aspects of the dynamics may still

of “reaction variables” whose dynamics best characterise

display a limited predictability. Any ability to anticipate a

these transitions. Low-dimensional dynamics can be fully

critical transition may enable us to deal with it promptly.

analysed using the methods of dynamical systems theory.

Predictive simulations can often be improved by combining

While this might not allow full prediction, it could allow us

them with recent observational data, as already mentioned.

to categorise the possible motions of emerged patterns.

Additional ways to improve prediction include looking at
certain variables as a group, studying a reduced dynamics, or

Dynamic indicators Similarly, the increase in correlation

monitoring specific dynamic indicators:

leading to emergence gives us a way to predict transitions
or monitor when they are about to occur. That is, by
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Coarse-grained models By modelling emergent

monitoring the correlations between system components,

phenomena directly in terms of coarse-grained variables

and estimating the dimension of attractors, we may be able

(formally obtained through local averaging) we may improve

to signal an oncoming transition. Early warning signals

the degree of predictability. For instance, although the

enable us to identify threats and take action to avert them.

motions of individual molecules in a gas are unpredictable,

For example, some market crashes are preceded by a period

coarse-grained quantities such as density, mean velocity and

of increased lending. Or, when a system is nearing transition,

local temperature may be smoothly varying and computable,

it may take longer to recover following a perturbation.

In Niger’s Tillibery region, a man waters a tree at a demonstration farm.

Influencing transitions
Depending on the application, we may wish to either initiate
or prevent transitions in a complex system. When classical
control mechanisms fail, we must develop new methods to

A key challenge is to detect,
anticipate and influence
critical transitions.

exploit the dynamic nature of complex systems in order to
exert influence over them. Suggested approaches include:

Herding By setting boundaries or otherwise restricting
the freedom of individual components we may attempt to
herd them in the desired direction. For example, we can
change the rules by which agents interact by introducing
regulations, modifying selection criteria in evolutionary
algorithms, or training neural networks.

Nudging Transitions are often preceded by a period of
increased correlation and a build-up of stress within the
system. The longer this continues, the bigger the shock when
it arrives. We may try to intervene, relieving stress locally to
pre-emptively drive the system away from a tipping point.
For example, it has been suggested that we could control
major earthquakes by relieving stress at key points in the
subsurface. Controlled avalanches in ski areas and controlled
forest fires are intended to lessen the risk of uncontrolled
ones.

Catalysts In some settings, a newly introduced individual
may thrive and effect a transition. By inserting into the
system a small amount of a new element (a new robust
plant species in a desert, an informed ant in an ant colony, a
catalyst agent in chemical mixture, an innovation in a social
system), it may be possible to influence the subsequent
course of the system.
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Challenge 3: Grip on Resilience

Structural diversity and adaptability

Resilience is the ability to adapt and respond to a major

The natural selection of biological systems is a convincing

shock. A system is resilient when it persists under (certain)

example of how nature increases resilience. The very

large variations in the parameters and input of the system.

survival of a species depends on its diversity and ability to

For example, although the earth’s climate has changed

adapt to a changing environment. In immunology we see

dramatically over time, the climate is resilient in the sense

how a virus evolves from a particular host, is transmitted

that it has enabled life to be sustained for billions of years.

to a genetically different host, and then adapts to the new

On the other hand, systems may also be vulnerable to

host while unlearning previous adaptations. Such viruses

other perturbations. In non-linear systems, resilience and

adapt differently in heterogeneous host populations. It

vulnerability go hand in hand.

would appear that more heterogeneity allows at least some
members to survive an environmental challenge. In other

Nature uses multiple strategies to increase the robustness of

words, the stability of a species population is greater in

complex systems. One of the great challenges in complexity

structurally complex communities. On the other hand, May19

science will be to apply our understanding of natural

has offered mathematically compelling arguments that

resilience to the design of man-made systems. For instance,

heterogeneity alone will not ensure population stability in

a challenge is to engineer (bio)molecular systems in which

complex ecosystems. Resilience will be a trade-off between

the robustness of the network can be systematically tuned

the structural diversity of the constituents of a complex

by designing multiple layers of feedback control. These

system and their varying abilities to adapt. Mathematical

networks could be completely biological or they could

models of infectious adaptation in heterogeneous host

contain some synthetic molecules, for example inorganic and

populations help us to understand this trade-off.

organic catalysts.

Intricate feedback loops
Societies have built over the course of history all
kinds of mechanisms to maintain their integrity while

Resilient systems function best over a wide range of

accommodating an ever increasing complexity. Markets

parameters. In order to do this, they have evolved intricate

have developed evolutionary mechanisms of survival in

layers of feedback interactions. The resultant input/

the trial and error that competitive markets foster. All

output relationships are relatively insensitive to variations

kinds of buffers, redundancies and institutions have been

in parameter values across a wide range, and so their

built to promote alertness and react on sudden changes

robustness is greatly increased. The complexity of a system,

including legal and ethical systems, governments and

as measured by the underlying network of interactions, can

entrepreneurship.

often be attributed to the vast number of control elements
that are needed to increase the robustness of the system.
Furthermore, Carlson and Doyle have convincingly shown a
strong connection between the robustness of a network and
scale-invariant behaviour, a hallmark of complex systems.20
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Regulatory networks

Complex Systems Interconnection reference model could
help to ensure stability by defining the interfaces and norms

An approach to instilling resilience is the implementation

of system behaviour intrinsic in the connection capabilities.

of regulatory networks that put outside, programmable
interfaces on driver nodes of a complex network. Examples

With connectivity comes the network structure. Barabási

are gene regulatory networks of bacterial or machine

and Albert21 have shown that scale-free networks are highly

systems. The global financial system also employs a network

vulnerable to targeted attacks while random networks are

of local bank regulators who [have tried to] supervise the

more susceptible to random attacks. Network science is

overall systems behaviour to avoid crises. Can regulatory

engrained in our future complexity research efforts.

networks ensure adequate levels of resilience? More
generally, when we consider coupled networks, how do
robustness and adaptability in one network affect another
network? In the context of the earth’s climate, we face issues
of great vulnerability. What factors contribute to greater
resilience? What are the most significant mechanisms to
ensure the climate can persist, and how can we influence

A key challenge is to make
systems more resilient, or,
conversely, more fragile.

this? When we speak of climate resilience, what features
or measures of climate persist under change? Can we push
the system too far and what are the consequences (tipping
points and catastrophes)?

Interconnectedness
The high connectivity of complex systems is another cause
of potential instability.5 The Internet has spun a global web
of humans, organisations and interperable computers and
machines. This is increasingly exposing the vulnerabilities of
globally connected, non-controllable systems. Virus attacks,
industrial espionage and information warfare are examples
of such vulnerabilities. The early architects envisioned a
complete, open, multilayered network of connectable
systems that would allow the global exchange of data,
irrespective of the location or specific characteristics of the
systems that contained it. They designed an “Open Systems
Interconnection” reference model to enable these open
communications. But they did not foresee a systematic
way to lock or secure access in a global network. A future
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Analysing graphs on a computer screen.

4 | The Complexity Scientist
The complexity approach works. Complex systems appearing in different disciplines show comparable behaviour and can be
successfully analysed with a shared set of theories and tools. By considering the dynamics of complex systems as a whole,
rather than as the sum of their parts, scientists have developed new insights, understanding and theory. To consolidate this
new science, we need to train the next generation of complexity scientists. We also need to advance their shared theories and
tools through fundamental research.

Theory, methods and tools

The overall goal is to distil the fundamental methodologies
of complexity science. Could we identify a standard toolbox?

Complexity scientists use a range of methodologies to study

We need to do so, first of all because the literature is

a broad array of problems across the sciences.22 There is

currently dispersed across so many disciplines that study

currently a vast and often confusing instrumentation for

complex problems, and there is no specific training for young

complexity scientists. It includes mathematical theories

complexity scientists. In the second place, fundamental

of dynamical systems, bifurcations, chaotic attractors,

research on the analytical, computational and experimental

Prigogine’s dissipative systems, graph theory and work by

methods in the complexity toolbox will produce more

Barabási and others on the theories of networks, control

powerful tools for tackling the harder problems and for

and systems. There is statistical physics. There are computer

validating the theoretical results.

science constructs such as cybernetics, cellular automata, and
agent-based models. There are discipline-originated theories

The following activities will help to create a strong

such as genetic algorithms, Lotka-Volterra predator-prey

methodological base for complexity science in the

models, and May‘s work on mathematical ecology. How

Netherlands:

does the complexity researcher resolve this confusion?

–– Researchers need to take an inventory and catalogue

We need to work on developing, testing and validating

the relevant theories and methodologies in complexity

fundamental theories and methods. Which ones have

research, and then provide a rating with respect

universal applicability to complex systems? What analytical

to relevance and applicability. This should be done

and computational tools belong in the standard toolbox

by a representative group of leading national and

of a complexity scientist? How do we begin to model a

international scientists from all fields of complexity

new complex system? What techniques of data analysis are

research.

available? On the one hand the answers to these questions
define the basic, discipline-independent curriculum for

–– Based on such an index of current complexity theories

training complexity scientists. On the other hand they show

and tools, senior scientists need to identify the “holes”

the areas where research advances will lead to fundamental

and the challenges. Later, new theories and methods

improvements in the science.

need to be developed. This may require significant work
in mathematical modelling and the proper validation of
theory.
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Step 1:
Analysis of system behavior through
data analysis

Step 1:
Analysis of system
behavior through data
analysis

Step 2:
Identification of system components
and connectivity

Step 2:
Identification of system
components and
connectivity

–– A joint educational programme needs to be developed

Step 3:
Analysis of stability landscapes,
controllability, and resilience

Step 3:
Analysis of stability
landscapes, controllability,
and resilience

The challenge for complexity scientists is to model and

for junior complexity scientists, a programme that will

infer relationship patterns, i.e. network topology and

eventually be internationally accredited.

dynamics, from multiple sets of real, often incomplete and
high volume data. Besides the challenges to methodology

–– An open-science web portal is needed that gives access

and computation, having such quantities of empirical data

to relevant literature and acts as an ongoing inventory

enables us to place the science of complex systems on a firm

of current research and progress. It will also be the “flow

empirical foundation. Large networks are by their nature

manager” of current research proposals and projects.

global objects, and the patterns concealed in large data sets

Ideally this open-science portal will help in the open-

reflect the global dynamics of the systems.

access publishing of research results, serving as a living
archive of past and ongoing research.

The Netherlands eScience Center, a cooperation
between NWO and Surf, and its initiatives such as the

–– Sound, basic and advanced introductions to complexity
science must be developed, for instance through

“Collaboratorium”, are important stepping stones for future
complexity science research.23

“massive open online courses” (MOOCs22) to broaden the
interest in and understanding of complexity as a science.
This could be promoted through, for example, a webbased “complexity channel”.
In various places we are seeing initiatives to develop
complexity theories and methods and to broaden access
to this science. In particular we note the activities of the
renowned Santa Fe Institute. That is an inspiration to
cooperate and intensive contacts with leading complexity
scholars in Europe.

Facing the data challenge
In recent decades people have begun to record tremendous
amounts of data (i.e. Big Data) in complex systems. Network
connection graphs alone account for terabytes of data
(social networks, the internet) to petabytes of data (neural
networks in the brain). In most cases the connection graphs
are not explicitly known but must be inferred from datasets.
We are now generating such a mass of information that
science must either adapt or drown in the deluge.
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Terraced rice field in Laocai province, Vietnam.

5 | Making ‘Grip’ Work
It is all “just theory” until and unless we see it working. Complexity science must prove its practical value to society. It should
demonstrate that by combining the theories and methods of complex systems, we can solve today’s problems in innovative,
better and easier ways than we are currently doing. It is not enough just to describe and analyse complex systems and
phenomena. The challenge today is to show that the complex systems approach works! On the following pages we list six
examples of important societal challenges where the science of complex systems can make a difference. The examples that
follow show how research in these fields will bring demonstrable prototypes, a proof of concept, new algorithms, and tangible
results for practitioners, in addition to high-level publications.
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Example 1
Health and the Biological Clock:
synchronising complex systems

Challenge Can we unravel the complex link between
biological and social rhythms? The neuronal network of
the biological clock receives input from many parts of the
brain. Its function is also determined by the behavioural

As an adaptation to daily environmental changes, virtually

activities of the body, which the clock also steers. We need

all living systems have developed endogenous circadian

to understand how this works. The feedback loops do not

clocks with periods of about 24 hours to anticipate changes

seem to be limited to the individual body, and there may be

in the solar day. Circadian clocks are deeply embedded in

an important relationship with overall social interactions

biology and perhaps first evolved in cyanobacteria three to

which profoundly impact how we eat, what we eat, and our

four billion years ago.

general health.

These biological clocks must be internally robust. Yet they

Societal relevance Little research has been carried out on

can adjust to altered external conditions. Light is the major

the complex relationship between our internal body clock

stimulus affecting the circadian clock. Light exposure in the

and the way we live and interact. A better understanding of

morning advances our rhythm, which is important since our

this might provide insights into some of our social problems:

body clock has a period longer than 24 hours. So we are

overcoming child obesity, food systems for the elderly, and

critically dependent on the morning light if we are to stay

the impact of the 24-hour online presence on our biological

synchronised to the external environment. On the other

clock, health and wellbeing in general.

hand, we need several days to overcome a jet lag of several
hours, which suggests a certain amount of robustness or

Scientific value The synchronisation of different complex

inertia. The origin of this robustness lies at the level of the

systems is an important new field of complexity research.

network, rather than at the level of the individual clock cells.

Every system has a clock. Non-synchronous clocks can cause

The cells form a complex network that acts as a “pacemaker”

huge coordination problems. We are learning about the

for all parts of our body.

temporal development of connected complex systems
functioning in increasingly dense networks. This knowledge

If our biological clock malfunctions, it can lead to

may lead to insights into self-organised criticality in all sorts

depression, metabolic disorders or neuro-degenerative

of biological, social and man-made systems.

diseases. The deterioration of the clock in elderly people
results in insomnia, weariness and diabetes. The same clock
determines sleep patterns, and has been shown to affect
food consumption and obesity. So biological rhythms may
have an important complex impact on general health, as well
as influencing the behavioural patterns of individuals and
society.
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Example 2
Preserving Ecological Diversity:
variety and stability

Societal relevance The complexity approach should help
the preservation and protection of species and ecosystems. It
should help us to understand the interrelationships between
individuals, populations and communities. New tools should

The diversity of our biological ecosystems is far greater than

be developed to respond and adjust to rapid and large-scale

one would expect from Darwin’s claim that the best-adapted

environmental change. A new understanding of natural

species out-compete the rest. Contrary to the “survival

ecosystems may also be helpful for companies that operate

of the fittest” approach, current research sees ecological

in fast-changing technological ecosystems. See, for instance,

stability as the result of complex networks of mutually

the Resilience Action Initiative of leading global companies.

dependent species. So what causes the generally-observed
decline in bio-diversity? Using a mathematical analysis

Scientific value We do not really understand how

of real-world data, ecologists found highly non-random

complex systems behave once they are pushed close to

networks of interactions between species. The stability of

their tipping points. Using mathematical modelling and

these ecosystems was found to depend on the distribution of

compressing the timescale in the analysis and simulation of

weak and strong ties between the species, with some species

ecosystem change will, however, help us with other kinds of

playing a keystone role.

indeterminate and non-stable systems.

They also found that even stable ecosystems could be
oversensitive to certain perturbations. For example, a
nutrient enrichment disturbed the aquatic population in
a lake ecosystem, resulting in a catastrophic change from
high to low diversity. These transitions at a tipping point are
often irreversible, and species become extinct. Catastrophic
changes are found in grasslands and all sorts of arid and
marine ecologies. Abrupt changes in earth systems, such as
oscillations in ocean circulations and in economic ecosystems,
seem to follow similar trends.

Challenge Can we identify and quantify the adaptive
capacities of ecosystems? Can we tune or increase the
adaptive power of an ecosystem so that it can keep up
with rapid, often human-caused changes in our biological
systems? Under what conditions is ecological change slow
and gradual and why does it occur suddenly and abruptly as
we often see today?
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Polycyanurate nanorod arrays. Grown in porous alumina, which is later etched away, the bundles were formed by capillary forces after
exposure to moisture.

Example 3
High Tech Complexity:
programmable self-organisation

embedded in local components to make the complete system
function properly?

Challenge We need novel, multi-scale simulation

The combination of meta-materials and dynamic design is

methods. Classical methods were based on averaging

opening up a new world of advanced manufacturing. Nano-

techniques, but the properties of meta materials emerge

structured meta materials can control their own physical

from the correlation of fine-scale fluctuations, i.e. concerted

properties such as heat conductivity, static and dynamic

dynamics inside the microstructures. To get a grip we need

mechanics, acoustic transduction and optics – making their

to predict the properties from these structures, spanning

functions programmable for different applications. Self-

several scales and including the important interfaces and

organisation of molecules at the nano level is a new field of

their behaviour.

complexity research.

Societal relevance Meta materials and dynamic, selfWe need new design methods. Traditionally a complex

instilled design can revolutionise manufacturing and society.

high-tech system, such as a wafer scanner to produce chips,

Meta-instruments can be designed and manufactured

is built from a large number of components, subsystems

that are a better fit for their purpose than the products

and control software. We design these systems from the top

of today’s classical top-down manufacturing of statically-

down. The device is broken down into compartments, each

designed structures. Shifting to meta-instruments implies

with its own function and control system, with the system

an interaction between the material and the instrument.

architect being responsible for the integration and overall

The resulting products will change the interaction between

performance. As we approach the nano level, this becomes

“producer” and “consumer”.

harder. The necessary speed and accuracy can only be
achieved with a tight integration of the various components.

Scientific value Programmable self-organisation at

It puts enormous demands on the designer, who needs to

multiple levels is a new field for complexity scientists. It

be a specialist in many disciplines to pick the right materials,

requires both “full control” on the ultimate product that is

software, control techniques, etc. Thus statically-determined

being traded, and non-determined interactions between a

design is reaching its limits. Dynamic design – in particular

smart product, its user, its communities and the supplying

miniaturised Multiple Input – Multiple Output systems – is a

ecosystems. This is not just a matter of “high tech”. It is a

novel way to manage design as an integrated self-enacting

challenge to complexity scientists to design and map out

process.

local network motifs in the many interactions of smart
materials and products with their environment, beyond the

This applies not only to high-tech machines that need

current thinking on “the Internet of Things”.

to operate at the nano level. In many technical systems
properties at different levels need to be compared
and controlled. Examples are future energy grids and
autonomous automobile systems. These “systems of systems”
provoke a question: What properties and rules should be
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Example 4
Efficient Transport:
smart self-organisation

service providers now carry out a delivery along complex
routes via transfer points, using multiple transportation
modes, to deliver more loads in less time and at less cost.
Passenger transport adds an additional constraint: parcels,

How can we organise public transportation in a city such

unlike people, don’t complain when they have to wait.

that anyone can transit from A to B within half an hour?

The ease with which one can travel from A to B is a big

Currently we try to achieve this using fixed time and routing

consideration when we are developing this kind of smart

tables, with an emphasis on predictable service. The result

transport system.

is overcrowded buses when the sun shines on a Sunday
afternoon, and empty trams during televised broadcasts of

Challenge Letting go of a fixed timetable is big step. A

football championships. Additionally, the level of service in

product of such research could be a large-scale simulation

a given neighbourhood depends on whether or not there

of a self-organising, passenger demand-driven transport

is a bus stop nearby. The public transport schedule dictates

system, utilising a mixture of different public and private

our travel options. As a result, the occupancy rate of public

modes. The driving force behind this development is

transportation is between ten and thirty percent.

information technology. Everything and everyone is
connected and informed. In a hyperconnected world,

Information technology makes it possible to improve both

decision-making can be automated, even at a decentralised

the occupancy rate and the level of service. The passengers

level. In this way, services and products become more and

will determine how and when public transport departs. As

more tailored to the needs of the consumer. Transit is no

demand increases, more buses and trams will be deployed,

longer a barrier between A and B, but a service that fits the

and the routes will be adjusted to service the most popular

needs.

destinations of the moment. So we cannot respond to
passenger behaviour by means of a fixed timetable. We

Societal relevance Because transportation is the artery

need a self-organising transit system that anticipates the

of society, focused research on this topic has a high societal

behaviour and needs of the passengers.

impact. With this research, public transportation companies
could improve their service in the presence of congestion

This could all be implemented with a mobile phone app

and breakdowns, and in the future organise door-to-door

that planned the trip and notified the carriers. This kind of

transport on demand. The future “connected car” could be

technology already exists for taxis. It is more complicated

part of such a self-organising system, with a high occupation

for collective transport, of course, because the wishes

rate and less waiting time. A better understanding of travel

of different passengers must be bundled and possibly

behaviour will help us to create smart transport systems.

distributed over different modes of transport. Complex
self-adaptive algorithms will help the carrier to decide how

Scientific value Logistical problems are notorious for

the buses, minibuses, rental cars or other modes of transport

their computational complexity. Research into self-organised

organise themselves to carry out the desired trip.

public transport offers an alternative solution to an
already complex problem. The research suggested here
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This is not a simple task. But freight shipping, having

would combine the latest technologies in information and

undergone a similar transition, can inspire us. Instead of

communication sciences with innovations in mathematics,

freight trucks bringing an order directly from A to B, logistic

statistics and data science.

Example 5
Medical Patterns in Gene Expression

the lymphocytes involved in these immune responses may
shed light on such defects.

How can physicians adapt their treatments to the precise

Challenge The challenge of this research is to

circumstances and specific physical characteristics of

revolutionise the way we approach health care with its

individual patients? High throughput sequencing and

increasing automation and highly individualised treatments.

other new techniques provide high-resolution data on the

We shall need to delve into big datasets to identify the

workings of therapies in a many different individuals. The

correlations between patient physiology and the method of

analysis of such enormous datasets will, in the near future,

treatment.

lead to medical treatments personalised to the individual
patient. And this could set off a revolution in biomedical

Societal relevance In the past all patients were treated as

research.

if their genetic and biological compositions were identical,
until the contrary was shown. By combining detailed patient

The data come not only from high-throughput sequencing,

data with treatment responses, future medical care can be

but also from predicting individual immune responses, and

tailored to the specific physical needs of patients, based on

from intra-cellular imaging and in-situ hybridisation of gene

their genetic and biological makeup.

expression.

Scientific value The development of new methods for
It would mean great progress if we could determine the

integrating and interpreting data is an area that will greatly

structure of regulatory networks from gene expression.

profit from the methods and models of complexity science.

Knowing this would give us detailed insight into the induced

For example, machine-learning techniques and recently-

changes in underlying networks. A model connecting the

developed inverse modelling techniques will likely offer a

two would guide us through the enormous amount of

powerful and innovative contribution.

information generated by the new measurement techniques.
Hence new methods are needed – methods that go beyond
the current bioinformatics to discover meaningful patterns in
large datasets. An interesting possibility is the application of
techniques for inverse modelling, to enable us to understand
how gene expression changes in time and space. A modelbased reconstruction of these information networks could
be used to organise gene expression data systematically and
give direction to future experimentation.
An interesting first milestone is, for example, the analysis
of the mechanisms that cause immune deficiencies, and the
personalised immunotherapies nowadays offered to cancer
patients. The measurement of gene expression profiles of
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Stock exchange.

Example 6
The Financial Biotope: how to govern
and supervise the complex system

inadequate, since they are designed to control or save
individual banks. To stabilise the overall system, the focus
ought to be on their connectedness, as evidenced by the
computer simulations. By analysing all sorts of trade data, for

The financial crisis of 2008 painfully exposed the

example from online bookkeeping systems and trade sites,

imperfections and inadequacies of current methods of

the linkages between banks can be mapped out, with better

regulating and supervising complex systems such as the

insight into credit positions and mutual dependencies.

international banking network. Managing uncertainty in
globally connected societies is a fundamental issue. Should

Challenge Can we design new ways to identify, anticipate,

we measure more, model better, increase the set of control

and effectively intervene in critical transitions in complex

variables, or employ entirely different methods? What

social systems? For instance, can we construct new early

new models can complexity science bring to regulators and

warning indicators, identify systemic risks, devise new

supervisors, to govern complex interwoven societies and

feedback mechanisms, instil self-organisation and localised

global companies?

self-control, etc., that will increase both the stability and
adaptability of the social systems under attack? Can we make

Andrew Haldane, the Chief Economist of the Bank of

new genetic programmes that can automatically monitor

England, has been working with the biologist Lord Robert

social interactions (via Internet, mobile communications etc.)

May of Oxford, a lifelong expert on the role of biodiversity

and signal unusual changes in interaction patterns, while

in ecosystems. May uses computer simulations to investigate

preserving actor integrity and privacy?

the entire food web of “eat-or-be-eaten”. Haldane and May
joined together to run similar simulations for the financial

Or, more specifically, can we develop stress tests, reverse

system. Complexity techniques allowed them to show that

stress tests and supervisory games based on network theory

imperfect interactions via a complex financial network could

and analysis? What are good data monitoring strategies?

easily lead to glitches. High leverage and a high degree of

What is the role and extent of liquidity and solvency buffers?

interconnectedness meant these glitches then threatened

Can we influence the financial structure to increase stability,

the stability of the whole financial system, refuting the

with for example central clearing of financial transactions,

classic economic view that new financial instruments and

separation of private and investment banking and the rules

derivatives ought to stabilise the financial and economic

of Volcker, Vickers rule or Liikaanen.

system and bring new prosperity.
These important results, which challenged the very
foundations upon which classic economics was built, could
only be achieved by focusing on the financial system as
a whole rather than on individual banks. This approach
suggests novel methods by which central bankers might
come to grips with financial stability. It is already clear
from complexity research that current banking rules are
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Societal relevance If we can work out how to improve
resilience in connected social systems we shall be on the
way to solving the broader challenges of safety and security
in our wider society. This knowledge will benefit financial
authorities such as the Dutch central bank, AFM, and
the banking community at large, as well as the broader
community of security professionals.24

Scientific value Large-scale multi-agent modelling is one
of complexity science’s more recent challenges.25 We can
model a complex banking system with many heterogeneous,
sophisticated agents. How can we use real, Internet and
other data to trim this model to reality? Would such a model
give better predictions or more accurate and timely warnings
than current macro-economic models and stress tests? A
better understanding of the impact of genetically defined
trading bots would be an important step. One of the crude
control mechanisms is “circuit breaking” (that is, stopping
the operations of a banking system). Could studying
interconnections from the perspective of complexity science
give us better results?

31
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Fog over Taipei, Taiwan

Looking Forward
Complex systems abound in nature, industry, and society, but
a scientific investigation of the components of these systems
uncovers only part of the picture. Complexity science is a
multidisciplinary effort to understand systems as a whole. But
understanding is not enough. We need strategies for dealing
with and influencing these complex systems. The proposed
research initiative will provide the knowledge and tools to move
beyond understanding to getting a “Grip on Complexity”.
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